What’s on tap this week?

**Oct. 15**  
**Bows, Guns, Arrows, & Alcohol**  
10 am—2 pm  
LSC Mall
Come out and join the Agricultural Ambassadors, as they facilitate a safety session on hunting and the role that alcohol plays in what can seem like a fun activity, but can lead to a fatal injury.

**Oct. 15**  
**Hunting & Alcohol**  
2 pm  
LSC 302
Join the SHSU Department of Agriculture for an in depth discussion of alcohol use among avid hunters and agricultural workers. Students from the department will provide key information and provide safety information for this hunting season.

**Oct. 16**  
**Breaking the Link**  
10 am—2 pm  
LSC Mall
Need help breaking the links to alcohol and drugs? Grab a golf club and work through a course of skills to help recognize, treat, and prevent substance abuse.

**Oct. 16**  
**A Kat Named Norm**  
2 pm  
LSC 307
Join an interactive activity focusing on alcohol and drug use among bearkats. Join the “Normal Kat Team” and promote the risk-free lifestyle that the majority of Bearkats live!

**Oct. 17**  
**Insurance Busters**  
10 am—2 pm  
LSC Mall
Team up with Region 6 education specialist, Dannell Price, and experience the effect that alcohol and drugs have on the driving task. Components of their driving safety and auto insurance premium reduction program will be demonstrated to participants.
More on Tap during NCAAW!

Oct. 17  Drug & Alcohol Driver’s Ed  2 pm  LSC 302
Come participate in a condensed version of the “Drug and Alcohol Driving Awareness Program” sponsored by the Region 6 Service Center. Current driving laws, passenger safety, impaired driving, and bystander assertiveness skills will be discussed during the interactive presentation.

Oct. 18  Sam’s Next Top Model  10 am—2 pm  LSC Mall
Do you think you have what it takes to be a top model? What about a positive alcohol role model? Come out for a competition like no other. Strut your stuff on the runway, ADAI style. Take a head-shot and be a spokesperson. The top male and female models will ride in the iDrive car in the homecoming parade.

Oct. 18  Deadly Combinations  11 am  LSC 315
Join David Ficklen, M.D., as he discusses the deadly combination of alcohol and illegal, prescription, or OTC drugs. What you don’t know CAN hurt you. Learn the facts from a medical professional.

Oct. 18  Pizza Game  1 pm  LSC 315
Have you ever thought about the big picture? Who lives with the consequences when alcohol and drugs are abused? Participate in the Pizza Game and learn about how the choices we make can lead to numerous outcomes.

Of course, pizza will be served.

Oct. 19  Wheel of Misfortune  12 pm  LSC 302
Spin the wheel and see what fate you’re dealt. Join the peer educators for games and snacks on the last day of NCAAW.